OREGON STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
INTER-DEPARTMENT CORRESPONDENCE

Subject:

To:

T. 2. N. R. 6. W.

Quarter corner between 33-34 T. 2. N. R. 6. W.
Found squared stake. Yew tree blown down; 24" fir now about 36" stump with original scribing plainly visible. Set 33" piece of inch and quarter iron pipe with 1" pipe inside 24" in ground. Boat spike in spring board notch of 40" fir stump S. 26° W. 12.5

Section corner 27-28-33-34 T. 2. N. R. 6. W.
Original Hemlock N. 19° W. 38 links, only tree standing. Can read T. 2. N. 6. W. rest is rotted and burnt away. Fir is down and half buried. Other trees have dozed out of place. Set 5' piece of 21/2" pipe 30" in ground. 1/2" dowel in top of 30" fir stump bears S. 26° E. 39.6. Boat spike in top of 48" fir stump bears S. 84° 30' E. 24.0
Aug. 19-42

Found squared stake set from Yew stump; only remains of original bearing trees. Set 33" piece of 1" iron pipe inside of an inch and a quarter pipe 27" in ground. 4x4" cedar stake. No suitable trees for witness trees.
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